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In 1984 and 1985, the press heralded the two-executive
family and pondered its impact upon corporation, community
and children. The traditional model of bread-winner husband
and the homemaker wife was soon to be gone. Disappearing
was the wife who ran the house, made social plans, and moved
her household across the country as her husband pursued
success. In the past twenty years the dual-career family
has grown from a curiosity into a trend. As Table I depicts,
in 1960 900-thousand American couples consisted of spouses
who both held positions as executives, professionals or
technicians. In 1983 there were 3.3 million.
The trend of two-career families in American society
merits the attention and concern of Naval manpower planners
and policy makers.
During this same 20-year period the United States Navy
embarked on a major expansion to a 600-ship Navy. The Navy's
shipbuilding plan for FY's 1984-1988 includes 124 new ships
with a projected cost of $93 billion (in 1985 dollars) . The
majority of these ships would be deployable combatants
capable of wartime services at overseas locations. Table II
illustrates the scope of the planned build-up through 1990
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A larger fleet will, obviously, require substantially
more manpower. By the end of fiscal year 1990, some 9,000
more officers will be required. Table III depicts those
officer requirements by type of billet [Ref . 1: p. 10]
.
From where will these new commissions come? How will
the Navy compete for manpower in an expensive labor market?
Part of the answer rests with understanding the economic
and demographic characteristics of dual-career families.
TABLE III
ACTIVE-DUTY OFFICER REQUIREMENTS BY TYPE OF BILLET
FISCAL YEARS 1983-1990 (IN THOUSANDS)
TYPE BILLET 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Sea Duty 19 19 20 21 21 21 22 23
Shore Duty 38 39 39 40 40 40 40 41
Overhead* 15 16 17 17 17 17 17 17
Total Officer 72 74 76 79 79 78 79 81
*Indicates cadets, students, trainees, patients, prisoners and
personnel in transit (permanent change of station)
.
The roles of work and family in the lifestyles of
Americans for the rest of this decade and into the next will
be profoundly reorganized. If the Navy is to succeed in
getting and keeping top-grade officers in sufficient numbers
to man the 600-ship Navy, it must take account of a new
family arrangement in which both spouses pursue professional
or executive careers. Not just officers in aggregate, but
12
it is safe to assume that, like attracting like, it is
precisely the best and brightest of the officer corps
whose mates will have careers of equal importance and
income. Long hours, frequent separations and transfers
may turn into critical manpower losses if these demands
turn into critical conflict with a spouse's career and
such conflicts are resolved by resignations of commissions.
B. THE DUAL-CAREER FAMILY DEFINED
What is a dual-career family? For the purposes of this
study, a dual-career family is defined as a family in which
husband and wife pursue careers in which (a) both have
professional-administrative-technical (PAT) jobs and (b) the
relative proportion between the two incomes is between 60-40
and 50-50. In this study, the relative proportion factor was
assumed by virtue of the rigor imposed on the PAT factor.
Income data was not available. A dual-career family is not
merely a working wife. Rather, it is a wife with a success-
ful career.
A career is defined here as a job sequence that requires
a high degree of psychological commitment and that has a
continuous developmental character. In order for a career to
have that aspect of continuous developmental character, it
must embody the process of generating action steps for
individuals to progress along alternative pathways, in work
systems, and it must unite organizational planning with
individual needs, capabilities, and aspirations [Ref. 2: p. 23]
13
In short, it must provide a challenge and allow for growth.
Table IV illustrates the "success cycle" as developed by
Hall and Hall [Ref. 3: p. 33].
In the success cycle depicted, a person accepts a
challenge or reaches for a goal, gets recognition and
internal satisfaction, and enjoys a huge boost in ego.
This increased sense of self-esteem and confidence generates
increased job involvement. This in turn leads to setting



























In the methodology chapter, I will explain how I
identified and defined dual-career couples in terms of the
variables found in the Navy data on surface warfare officers
14
TABLE V
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C. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Command at sea marks the zenith of a surface warfare
officer's career. The path up the ladder of success
requires that an officer understand the assignment process
and that he make a major career decision every two to three
years. These decisions have a considerable effect on an
officer's family. Table V depicts a typical Surface Warfare
Officer career path.
Integrating professional needs and family responsibili-
ties is strain enough in the conventional breadwinner
husband/homemaker wife family. In the dual-career household
the strain is amplified. Domestic chores, child care, job
demands and social obligations compete for the limited hours
in the day of a dual-career couple.
From the male officer's point of view, a career oriented
wife's inability to be a traditional Navy-Wife is likely to
undermine his career success. As a male officer progresses
up the chain of command, the role of his wife as social
hostess and symbol of command increases. She is both hostess
and social director. Pye and Shea, in their book "Welcome
Aboard. A Service Manual for the Naval Officers Wife",
outline traditional responsibilities of the Navy-Wife:
You should do all you can to fulfill the wishes of the
wife of your husband's commanding officer ... as far
as possible, you should comply with her requests . . .
it is not only considered good manners to be as
cooperative as possible, but it helps the morale of
the ship if the wives all get along together. [Ref. 4:
p. 22]
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A wife with a career of her own may find it impossible
to embrace the role of "Navy-Wife", either because:
(1) She does not have the time.
(2) She is geographically separated.
C3) She is not interested in traditional subordination.
Further, the financial realities of the dual-career
lifestyle cannot be overlooked. Two professionally salaried
people can more easily afford a rising cost of living in the
United States. The desire to purchase homes frequently
priced over $100,000, to drive new cars, and to generally
improve their quality of life provides additional incentive
for both members of the household to pursue careers.
Additionally, the motivations of women are changing. In
1964 the Census Bureau found that two-thirds of working women
were employed out of economic need; only one-sixth gave
"personal satisfaction" as their rationale for working. A
decade later, in a National Opinion Research Center survey,
60 percent of married women gave "important and meaningful
work" as their most preferred job characteristic. Today,
in a national survey of women aged eighteen to thirty-five,
over 80 percent of the working women polled said they would
continue to work even if money were no problem.
This concern for autonomy and self-fulfillment indicates
that society is beginning to endorse a new type of success
for both men and women: a psychological success based on
the individual's internal priorities, values, and standards
of excellence [Ref . 3: p. 67]
.
17
Table VI relates the difference in median family income




MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME BY TYPE OF FAMILY
SELECTED YEARS, 19 6 8-19 80 (CONSTANT 19 80 DOLLARS,
THOUSANDS)
TYPE FAMILY YEAR
1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1968 19 80
Dual-Career 10.63 12.15 13.88 16.58 19.08 22.73 27.74
Single-Career 8.7 10.01 11.49 13.48 15.48 18.99 22.40
( Source: Haygle, Howard. "Dual Earner Families", Two
Paychecks (Sage publications, London, England: 19 82)
,
p. 36.
As Table VI indicates, the difference in median earnings
between the two lifestyles is widening. In many cases, once
a family is accustomed to a double income, they often are
financially not able to give up one of the income sources,
even if it means temporary separations and difficult
relocations [Ref. 5: p. 27],
The income from two well-paid careers in one household
becomes a vital factor in resistance to:
(1) Frequent moves.
(2) Moves to non-metro assignments.
(3) Overseas moves.
An officer in San Diego or Washington, D.C. simply and
truly may not be able to afford an assignment to Maine if it
means losing 40 percent of the household income
.
18
If the Navy is serious about attracting and keeping its
best surface warfare officers, then the special needs of
dual-career households must be understood. Programs dealing
with career paths, the detailing process, PCS policies, job
data banks for spouses, and family issues in general may
ease the task of manning a larger surface force.
D. THESIS INTENTION
The purpose of this study is to understand the effects
of dual careers and related family issues on surface warfare
officer retention.
E. RESEARCH QUESTION
Do dual-career families exhibit different behaviors with
regard to career intent and career satisfaction as a result
of family oriented variables? If so, what roles do family
responsibility, family decision process, grade, type duty,
and family disruptions play in explaining any such
differences?
Compared to single-career families, are dual-career
families less career-oriented? Do they experience a lesser
degree of career satisfaction?
19
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. THE DUAL-CAREER HOUSEHOLD: DESCRIPTION AND
CHARACTERISTICS
The literature addressing the dual-career phenomenon is
as new and dynamic as the trend itself. The various writings
run from family issues to the economic, social, and organiza-
tional impact of dual-career households.
Two social phenomena led to the increase in dual-career
households:
(1) The rapid rise in the number of women in the work
force.
(2) A success ethic that was previously valued by men
only has spread to working women. They are equally
concerned with the quality of life now that they
can afford it.
A classic study of the dual-career households was done
by Rapoport and Rapoport in 1971. They defined the two-
career family as:
heads of household pursue careers and at the same time
maintain a family life together [Ref. 6: p. 42].
The study classified couples according to four
descriptions:
Careerist Couples : both emphasize career only.
Conventional Couples : the wife emphasizes family only
and the husband emphasizes career.
Family Couples : both emphasize family as their major
source of satisfaction.
Coordinate Couples : both value family and career.
In a related study, Hall and Hall (1978) discussed how
dual-career couples and organizations cope. They grouped
couples according to career stages:
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Characteristics of Early Career Couples
1. Similar career demands. For both partners, the need
to develop skills and contacts and gain broad work
experience means traveling, relocations, long hours,
and a high degree of job involvement. For each, the
job is top priority. These responsibilities and
demands often lead to conflict.
2. Conflicting career choices. The best opportunity for
each, in terms of advancing their respective careers,
may mean moving in different directions geographically,
3. Intense commitment to career. Both partners usually
have a strong drive to succeed. Because of this, they
understand and emphathize with the other's commitment
to career. This doesn't lessen the intensity of their
own commitment, however.
4. Lack of preparedness. Most couples have little
information about managing two careers or about what
lies ahead if they plan to have a family.
5. No problem-solving skills. For many couples, the
conflict over a first job or relocation is their first
experience in working on problems together. Often
they perceive the situation in terms of "my career
versus yours"
.
6. Fear of the organization. Many couples are afraid to
discuss their problems with a boss or superior in the
firm for fear it will reflect negatively on their
career commitment.
7. Personal flexibility. When pushed, most young couples
seem willing to explore no n- traditional alternatives
for managing a family or a marriage.
Characteristics of Mid-Career Couples
1. Career versus family conflicts over children and
relocation.
2. Alternative career paths which accommodate family
needs are viewed as viable.
3. More clearly defined career and family priorities
and goals .
4. Commitment to the family unit.
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5. Improved ability to plan and cope as a function of
experience in problem solving career/family issues
.
6. Less fear of the organization, more sharing of career/
family concerns, and willingness to test the organiza-
tion's flexibility.
7. Acceptance of the career as flexible and the family
as a given [Ref. 3t p. 38] .
Dual-career families tend to be more inner-directed.
The source of direction for the individual is inner in the
sense that it is implanted early in life by elders and
directed toward generalized but nonetheless inescapably
destined goals. These individuals possess a greater degree
of flexibility in adapting themselves to changing require-
ments and in return require more from their environment
[Ref. 7: p. 14]
.
They act upon, and are guided by individual principles
and motives, rather than responding primarily to external
pressures [Ref. 8: p. 45].
Furthermore, there is strong evidence which suggests
that wives in dual-career families tend to come from a
higher social and economic class than their husbands
[Ref. 9: p. 63]
Burke and Weir (1976) , found that two-career families
relied less on the need to receive affection, inclusion and
control. They concluded that dual-career families were more
self-reliant and self-sufficient than single career families
[Ref. 10: pp. 453-459] .
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Suter (1979), reported that there were significant
differences in attitudes and behavior between dual-career
and single-career families across age, rank, designator and
career intent [Ref. 5: pp. 79-123].
Strifler (1982) , found that family disruption was a
significant factor in assessing the variance across career
intent. His study employed the same data set used for this
work. [Ref. 2: p. 87]
Both Suter (1979) and Strifler (1982) employed a broader
definition of a dual-career family than is used in this study
In both cases, the criterion used to identify two-career
couples was merely if the spouse was employed outside of the
home. This study takes a closer look at the nature of the
spouse's employment.
Yogev and Brett (1983), found that, in dual-career
couples, family dynamics and interaction were important
aspects in shaping family attitudes and behaviors [Ref. 11:
p. 13].
B. THE MILITARY, THE FAMILY, AND THE DUAL-CAREER TREND
This section reviews the literature pertaining to the
effects of the dual-career trend on the military family.
Grace, Steiner and Holcher (1976) found that Navy wives
have a favorable attitude towards Navy life, but that
recently those attitudes have becomes less favorable. They
observed that:
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(1) More wives are working outside of the home;
(2) Wives are growing dissatisfied with family
separations ;
(3) Wives are having difficulty in obtaining assistance
when the husband is away.
[Ref . 12: p. 19]
.
Along the same lines, Githens (1979) showed that depri-
vation of home life and family separation together was the
number one reason for leaving the service as stated on Navy
Officer Exit Statements [Ref. 13: p. 43].
In assessing Surface Warfare Junior Officer retention,
Mohr, Holzbach and Morrison (1981) found that separation was
considered to be the worst aspect of Navy life. Wives who
worked outside of the home generally were less supportive of
a Navy career than those who maintained the home [Ref. 14:
p. 29].
In examining family roles in a changing military, Hunter
and Pope (1981) found that the changing roles for both men
and women in civilian society are belatedly being reflected
within the military [Ref. 15: p. 16].
In a study of Air Force personnel, Carr and Orthner
(19 80) expressed the need for the military to understand
family composition and characteristics. Because the family
is a primary component of military policy [Ref. 16: p. 12]
.
The problem of recognition and action was summarized by
Bailyn (18 2) who found that, despite widespread awareness
patterns of work/family relations, organizations are not
responding to this change [Ref. 17: p. 32].
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A successful two-career family must share household
responsibilities and family work. Yogev and Brett (1983)
reported that the perception which distinguishes between
dual-career spouses who are satisfied with marriage and
general lifestyle and those who are not, is that the other
partner is doing his/her share of family work. Family work
includes not only housework, but child care as well [Ref. 11
p. 21] .
The recurring themes are dissatisfaction with prolonged
separation, the need to share family responsibilities and
household work, the lack of flexibility in both military
and corporate structure and the degree of independence and
self reliance present in dual-career families.
C. CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND CAREER PLANNING
A number of career development and career stage theories
have been put forth. Virtually all of these state, in one
way or another, that an adult develops through specific
stages or steps and that an age range bounds each stage.
These stages must be "stepped-through" by an individual if
he/she is to follow a normal career development path.
Table VII summarizes the various career stage models.
Career development and career planning were defined by
London and Stumpf (1982), as the activities individuals
participate in to improve themselves relative to their
current planned work-roles and the activities that organi-
























































(Source: Morrison, R.F. and Cook, T.M. "Military Officer
Career Development and Decision Making: A Multiple-Cohort
Longitudinal Analysis of the First Twenty-Four Years,"
NPRDC, San Diego, [March, 1982]).
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or exceed their future human resource requirements
.
[Ref . 18: p. 11]
.
The necessary relationship between the individual and
the organization was highlighted by Morrison and Cook (198 2)
who postulated that "variations in career development
patterns, career intentions, performance and continuance
with the organization will be a function of the interaction
between individual, organization, social and environmental
factors over time" [Ref. 19: p. 23].
In a study of marriage and family issues across Naval
Officer careers, Derr (1979) defined three major stages in
the career/family life of a Naval Officer. Table VIII
displays those stages [Ref. 20: p. 18].
These career stages are important for both the organi-
zation and the individual to understand in undertaking
career planning and development.
27
TABLE VIII
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This study was designed to draw conclusions about the
effect of dual-career situations on surface warfare officer
career intent and career satisfaction.
The following assumptions are behind the design of this
study and its statistical analysis:
(1) All surface warfare officers responding to the survey
were career oriented (in either military or civilian
sectors)
.
(2) The best assessment of the impact of family oriented
issues is by officer respondents.
(3) The respondent's answer to the career intent and the
career satisfaction portions of the questionnaire




This study analyzes data from a survey of the surface
warfare officer community. The questionnaire was initiated
by Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) in
the summer of 1981. Its purpose was to determine factor in
the Navy's career management system that affect officer
career decision-making and action (see the Appendix) .
The questionnaire was designed to survey approximately
8,000 surface warfare officers from Ensign to Commander
(year groups 1961-1980) . The questionnaire itself was


















Education, Training, and Professional Development
Supplemental Questions
In addition, a final section to allow the respondent the
opportunity to make narrative comments was also provided.
However, this narrative information was not stored in the
data base and is therefore unavailable. The questionnaire
is contained in the appendix.
Table IX shows the total sample population by rank.
This distribution reflects a response rate of 36 percent.
C. SCREENING MEMBERS OF SAMPLE
In order to conform with the specific focus of the
study, the total sample population of 2859 cases (see
Table IX) was screened by first limiting the usable cases
to those married respondents. Survey question 1.2 was
used to make this initial cut (see the appendix) . The
results are shown in Table X.
The sample was further screened by determining the
nature of the spouse's employment. Question item V.18
was structured as follows:
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How is your spouse primarily employed (Choose best response)













) 10. Navy enlisted
) 11. Other military
) 12. Other —
If a respondent indicated that the spouse was primarily
employed in categories (1) through (8) then the case was
TABLE IX
















included in the sample to be studied. Responses (9) through
(12) were excluded. While two-officer families are inter-
esting in their own right, their relationships are in a
dimension apart from the dual-career family with only one
member in the service.
Table XI displays the resultant sample frequency after
both screens have been applied.
As presented, the sample to be studied comprises 19 2 7
separate cases, representing 6 7 percent of the sample. Due
to the size of this sample, the underlying distribution is
assumed to be normal.
D. LIST OF VARIABLES
Each variable selected for the study was designed to
measure one of the following general constructs:
CONSTRUCT VARIABLE
(1) Household career status Spouse employment
Job importance
(2) Family responsibility Number of children
(3) Grade Rank
(4) Type duty Assignment




SAMPLE POPULATION BY GRADE AFTER SCREENS APPLIED
Percent of Total
Grade N Sample Population
Ensign 29 21.0
Lieutenant (j.g.) 116 26.0
Lieutenant 478 75.0
Lieutenant Commander 710 89.0
Commander 594 70.0
Total 1927 67.0
(8) Family decision process
(6) Career intent Career intent







An indexing scheme was devised and applied were feasible,
This indexing approach was directly relevant to the
constructs:
(1) Household career status;




The four indexes were formed by collapsing variables
significantly correlated at the .05 level into single
measures. Each construct, including indexing strategy
where applicable will now be discussed in depth.
1. Household Career Status
In this study, household career status is defined
as either single-career family or dual-career family. An
indexing strategy was employed to formulate the dual-career
portion of this construct. The index involved two questions
on the survey questionnaire, item V.18 (Spouse employment)
and item V.20 (Job importance) (See the appendix).
In order to be classified as a dual-career family
the following criteria were applied.
(1) The respondent indicated that the spouse was
employed as an engineer, professional, consultant,
or in business/ finance. Responses 5 through 8
inclusive on Spouse employment.)
(2) The respondent indicated that he did not consider
his career significantly more important than that
of his spouse. (Responses 1 through 4 inclusive on
Job importance.)
Table XII gives the correlation matrix for the variables
involved (Spouse employment and Job importance) . As a
result of this indexing strategy, 106 cases qualified for
dual-career classification.
TABLE XII
DUAL-CAREER INDEX CORRELATION MATRIX
Job Importance
Spouse Employment .59474*
Correlation coefficient is significant at the .05 level.
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It should be noted that attempts to apply more
stringent requirements for dual-career classification
resulted in sample sizes that were too small to allow for
confident data analysis.
If a respondent indicated that his/her spouse was
a full-time homemaker, secretary/clerical, a teacher or a
nurse (items 1 through 4) , then the family was considered
single-career. No indexing scheme was applied to this
variable. This grouping resulted in 1608 cases and repre-
sents 83 percent of the original sample size.
This approach captures the executive aspect of the
true dual-career situation. It is not intended to slight
or lessen the degree of commitment or dedication of any of
the vocations grouped in the single-career status, but
rather, makes the assumption that those jobs have a certain
aspect of mobility not shared by the dual-career grouping.
Furthermore, because in dual-career families (a)
both spouses earn nearly equal incomes and (b) the women
may avoid traditional women's work, jobs that are portable
(nurses, teachers) involve less pursuit of top organiza-
tional success.
2 . Family Responsibility
The number of dependents in a household has a direct
effect on the degree of family responsibility. Specifically,
the more the dependents the greater the degree of responsi-
bility [Ref. 3: p. 67].
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Dependents were equated to the number of children
living in the household. Item 1.6 (number of children) from
the questionnaire was utilized (see the appendix) . The mean
number of children for the entire sample population was 1.23,
and 96.5 percent of the households had three or less children.
As a result, families who indicated that there were anywhere
from 1 to 3 children in their household were grouped as having
significant family responsibilities. This resulted in 1589
cases
.
Families with no children were considered to have no
significant family responsibilities. Those cases numbered
1171.
3 . Grade
Table XIII summarizes the promotion flow points that
a typical surface warfare officer can anticipate.
Due to the fact that this study is interested in,
among other things, ascertaining whether junior and senior
officers react differently to the pressure of a dual-career
lifestyle, the sample was broken down into the following two
categories.
(1) Junior officer (01-03)
.
(2) Senior officer (04-05) .
This grouping strategy resulted in cell sizes of
623 and 1304 respectively.
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TABLE XIII

















4 . Type Duty
One of the keys in helping to make a dual-career
arrangement successful is the sharing of family duties and
responsibilities. The care of dependent children and the
daily chores involved with maintaining a home are obvious
manifestations of these responsibilities. More subtle in
nature, but of equal importance, are the social facets, or
the corporate spouse syndrome. Just as the Navy-Wife is
expected to entertain and be involved in the service members
career, both spouses in the dual-career household must share
equal roles in this area.
The professional life of a Naval Officer, and more
specifically, a surface warfare officer, does not always
lend itself to the easy sharing of family responsibilities.
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In order to capture any effects that type of duty
may contribute, survey question III.l (Type duty currently
assigned) was employed (see the appendix) . The general
categories are sea-duty and shore-duty and the respective
cell sizes are 977 and 943.
5 . Family Disruptions
The survey did not address the question of family
disruptions specifically. However, question V.22 concerning
the impact of PCS (permanent change of station) moves was
determined to be an adequate proxy (see the appendix) . In
this case, two aspects of the question were considered:
(1) Disruptions in spouse's employment (PCSM0VE1)
.
(2) Disruptions in family schooling (PCSM0VE2)
.
These two responses were combined to form an index
on the basis of the correlation matrix given in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV
FAMILY DISRUPTION INDEX CORRELATION MATRIX
Disruptions in family schooling
Disruptions in .509*
Spouse employment
Correlation coefficient is significant at the .05 level.
If the officer respondent had a response of 2 or less
on both PCSMOVE1 and PCSMOVE2 they were included in the cate-
gory. This grouping strategy resulted in a cell size of 85
and represents about 4.5 percent of the total population of
concern.
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If the above criteria were not met, the family was





The relative strength of career intent of the sample
population was taken directly from item VII. 1 on the ques-
tionnaire (see the appendix) . Unfortunately, the question
provides no insights regarding the respondents intentions
of remaining past the minimum length of service in order to
be eligible for retirement. Furthermore, the item does not
measure actual behavior, only intent. The ramifications of
this fact will be probed in greater depth in the analysis
section of this study.
7 Career Satisfaction
This study employs a number of variables from the
NPRDC questionnaire in constructing a career satisfaction
index. Sections VIII. 2 and IX. 36 of the questionnaire
provide the relevant study measures (see the appendix)
.
These measures are weighted on a seven point scale, from
(1) strongly agree, to (7) strongly disagree. All of the
variables are concerned with some measure of either career
or occupational satisfaction. They are defined as follows:
(A) CARSAT1 - I would be very dissatisfied if I had to
change my career.
(B) CARSAT3 - I thoroughly enjoy my career,
(c) CARSAT4 - I take great pride in my career.
(D) 0CCSAT1 - I am very satisfied with my occupation.
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Table XV is the correlation matrix for the variables
involved in the index.
TABLE XV






CARSATI 1.00* .539* .444* .529*
CARSAT
3
.539* 1.00* .648* .709*
CARSAT
4
.444 .648* 1.00* .525*
OCCSAT1 .529* .709* .525* 1.00*
Correlation coefficient is significant at the .05 level.
8 . Family Decision Process
Often conflicts arise when a crucial decision must
be made. How partners approach a decision generaly deter-
mines their success in finding a satisfactory resolution.
The process people use to arrive at decisions
depends on:
(1) Whether they agree about the goal they are trying to
accomplish;
(2) Whether they agree about how to achieve that goal;
(3) Whether they assume a cooperative or a competitive
attitude toward working on problems.
In order to identify couples who seemed to exhibit
cooperative qualities, an indexing strategy was again
employed. This index involved combining questions V.l.d and
V.25 (see the appendix). The variables involved are defined
as follows:
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(A) DPPLAN4 - Lead time involved in discussing career
decisions with family.
(B) SPINVCAR - Spouse involvement when making major
career decisions.
In the first instance, if the officer indicated that
he/she began discussing possible assignments at least 14
months prior to rotation (response 1 through 3 inclusive)
,
the case was included.
In the second instance, if the respondent said that
he/she involved the spouse when making major career decisions
(responses 1 through 4 inclusive) , the observation was
included.
Table XVI depicts the family decision correlation
matrix. This grouping strategy resulted in 999 usable cases.
TABLE XVI




*Correlation coefficient is significant at the .05 level.
The formulation of an index to group families who do
not make major decisions a family process employed the same
variables as above. In this case, if the respondent indica-
ted that his response to DPPLAN4 was 4 or greater and his
response to SPINVCAR was 5 or more, then the case fell into
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the individual decision grouping. This resulted in a cell
size of 928.
E. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
All data analysis was accomplished using the Statistical
Analysis System, (SAS) . The particular procedures employed
were as follows:
(1) T-TEST.
(2) Analysis of Variance using the General Linear
Model (GLM)
The necessity to use the GLM procedure in the case of
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is dictated by the fact that
the various data sets were not of equal cell sizes. Through
the concept of estimability, GLM can provide tests of hypo-
theses for the effects of a linear model regardless of the
number of missing cells or the extent of confounding. Simple
ANOVA utilized with unbalanced data may lead to erroneous
results [Ref. 21: p. 144].
The framework on which the analytical techniques are
based has as its foundation the systems approach . The input,
output, and process variables form an intricate web of inter-
action and dependence. The application of statistical methods
offers a means by which this complicated data can be under-
stood.
Table XVII illustrates the basic systems model as it




















Tables XVIII through XXIII summarize the statistical
technique employed, the dependent variables, the independent
variables, and the test statistic used for each hypothesis
tested.
TABLE XVIII
HYPOTHESIS 1: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Dual-career households will exhibit lower degrees of
career intent and career satisfaction than single-career
households
.
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT




HYPOTHESIS 2: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Households that employ the family decision process will
exhibit a higher degree of career intent and career satis-
faction than families who do not employ it.
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT
T-Test Career intent Family decision T
Career Satisfaction process
TABLE XX
HYPOTHESIS 3: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Career intent and career satisfaction in dual-career
households will vary by grade, with junior officers (01-03)
displaying lower degrees of career satisfaction and being
less career oriented than their senior officer (04-05)
counterparts
.
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT





HYPOTHESIS 4: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Career intent and career satisfaction in two-career
families will vary by type duty, with officers on sea-duty
scoring less on both measures than officers on shore-duty.
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT




HYPOTHESIS 5: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Career intent and career satisfaction will vary in
dual-career households dependent on the type of decision
process employed by the family. Specifically, families
who use a family decision process will be more satisfied
with their careers and will display greater career intent
than those families who do not.
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT





HYPOTHESIS 6: ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SUMMARY
Career intent and career satisfaction for dual-career
households will vary across (a) FAMILY RESPONSIBILITY, with
no children families scoring higher on both measures than
families with children; (b) FAMILY DISRUPTIONS, with
families experiencing significant levels of disruption
exhibiting lower degrees of career satisfaction and less
career intent than families who do not experience disruptions
TECHNIQUE DEP VAR INDEP VAR TEST STAT
ANOVA (GLM) Career intent Family F
Career satisfaction responsibility
Family disruptions
The next section of this study will present the findings
obtained from the hypothesis tests described.
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IV. FINDINGS
In addition to presenting the results of the hypothesis
tests, this chapter highlights some general characteristics
of the sample.
A. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Table XXIV displays sample characteristics by marital
status and dependent status by rank, commissioning source,
and present tour.
B. ANALYSIS RESULTS
1. HYPOTHESIS 1 - Household Career Status
In this case officer scores on career intent and
career satisfaction constructs were measured against house-
hold career status. The T-Test procedure was employed under
the assumption that the variables are normally and indepen-
dently distributed within each group. This assumption is
justified by the size of the sample. The procedure computes
a T-statistic for testing the null hypothesis that the means
of the dual-career and single-career groups are equal. Table
XXV displays the results for this hypothesis test.
As shown by Table XXV, while respondents in dual-
career environments scored lower with regard to career intent,
the difference in the mean scores between the two groups is





Single No Children w/Children Otherx Total
RANK N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%)
ENS 92 (66.6) 28 (20.0) 11 (8.0) 7 (5.0) 138 (4.8)
LTJG 224 (50.9) 131 (29.8) 73 (2.7) 12 (2.7) 440 (15.4)
LT 174 (27.2) 198 (31.0) 248 (38.8) 19 (3.0) 639 (22.4)
LCDR 75 (9.5) 157 (19.8) 531 (67.0) 29 (3.7) 792 (27.7)
CDR 37 (4.4) 66 (7.8) 724 (85.2) 23 (2.7) 850 (29.7)
TOTAL 602 (21) 580 (20) 1587 (55.5) 90 (3) 2859 (100)
COMMISSION SOURCE
USMA 162 (19.4) 202 (24.2) 452 (54.2) 18 (2.2) 804 (29.2)
NROTC 193 (26.4) 187 (25.4) 338 (46.2) 14 (1.9) 731 (25.6)
OCS 222 (24.0) 148 (16.0) 517 (55.3) 39 (4.2) 926 (32.4)
NESEP 13 (5.2) 31 (12.4) 191 (76.4) 15 (6.0) 250 (8.7)
OTHER 12 (10.1) 13 (11.0) 89 (75.4) 4 (4.0) 118 (4.1)
TOTAL 602 (21) 580 (20) 1587 (55.5) 00 (3) 2859 (100)
PRESENT TOUR
Sea 439 (27.6) 345 (21.7) 753 (47.3) 55 (3.5) 1592 (55.7)
Shore 163 (12.9) 235 (13.5) 334 (65.3) 35 (2.7) 1267 (44.3)
TOTAL 602 (21) 580 (20) 1587 (55.5) 90 (3) 2859 (100)
the alternative hypothesis of unequal means cannot be
supported
.
However, in the case of career satisfaction, the
dual-career group does score significantly lower at the .05
level than the single-career group, and therefore the null










Table XXVI displays the mean response on the career
intent and career satisfaction portions of the survey for
the entire sample, and the independent variables dual-career
and single career.
T7ABLE XXV









*Significant difference at .05 level.
TABLE XXVI





*Scale is from 1 to 8 with 1 indicating virtual certainty
of remaining on active duty.
As the table indicates , dual-career couples score
lower than the general population mean on both career intent
and career satisfaction, while single-career couples approach







2. HYPOTHESIS 2 - Family Decision Process
For the test on hypothesis 2, the dependent varia-
bles of interest are once again career intent and career
satisfaction. The null hypothesis to be tested is that the
means of the two groups (Family decision group and Individual
decision group) will not vary with respect to the dependent
variables. The alternative hypothesis is that the respective
means will be statistically different. The test was conducted




RESULTS FOR FAMILY DECISION MEANS TEST
Dependent Independent N Mean STD Test
Variable Variable DEV Stat (T)
Career Family 999 2.314 1.959
Intent Decision 4.40 8*
Individual 850 2.787 2.326
Decision




*Significant difference at .05 level.
In this instance, the difference in means with regard
to career intent is statistically significant. The null hypo-
thesis is therefore rejected and the alternative hypothesis of
different means is supported by the evidence. Respondents
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using the family decision process indicate stronger career
intent than respondents who do not.
The difference in means across the dependent variable
career satisfaction was not statistically significant at the
.05 level. Consequently, the null hypothesis of equal means
cannot be rejected.
Table XXVIII shows the mean response for the entire
sample and each independent variable.
As the table indicates, dual-careerists who use a
family decision model score the higher than the sample popu-
lation with regard to career intent, but lower with regard
to career satisfaction.
TABLE XXVIII
CAREER INTENT AND CAREER SATISFACTION MEAN SCORES





*Scale is from 1 to 8 , with 1 indicating virtual certainty
of remaining on active duty.
3 . HYPOTHESIS 3 - Grade and Household Career Status
The intent of this hypothesis is to determine if
career intent and career satisfaction in dual-career house-
holds are effected by officer grade. The underlying belief
is that senior officers (0-4 and above) are less likely to







(1) Experience. Senior officers are better able to adapt
and adjust their lifestyles to any household career
situation.
(2) The nearness of retirement. The years invested in a
naval career represent an expensive opportunity cost,
especially with regard to career intent.
The null hypothesis is that the mean scores across
career intent and career satisfaction will not vary as a
result of grade and household career status.
The methodology employed here is analysis of variance
(ANOVA) using the General Linear Model (GLM)
.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table
XXIX. The table relates the interactions and effects for
each dependent variable. The presence of statistically
significant interaction means that the effects of one factor
depend substantially on the level of the other factor. In
this case, the factors involved are household career status
and grade. The procedure was performed at the .05 level of
significance
.
Table XXX displays the deviation from the grand mean
for each combination of independent variables.
As Table XXIX shows, statistically significant effects
were found for junior officer dual-careerists, junior officer
single-careerists and senior officer single-careerists for
the dependent variable career intent. The only statistically
significant effect for the career satisfaction portion of the
test was found for senior officer dual-careerists. The null
hypothesis is therefore rejected and the alternative hypothesis
of significant interaction effects is accepted.
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TABLE XXIX
ANOVA (GLM) BY HOUSEHOLD CAREER STATUS AND GRADE














DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CAREER SATISFACTION
(F-STATISTIC)








*Significant at the .05 level
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TABLE XXX














































The R-Square in both cases was .8700, indicating
that this combination of independent variables account for
87 percent of the variance in the dependent variable.
4. HYPOTHESIS TEST 4 - Type Duty
The degree to which the sharing of family responsi-
bilities takes place in dual-career families has a great
bearing on the success that relationship will enjoy.
Obviously, the presence of both partners is necessary for
that sharing to occur. An obstacle confronted by the surface
warfare dual-career family is frequent and prolonged absences
of the service member. As a result, the basis for testing
hypothesis 4 rests with the type of duty to which the service
member is assigned (i.e. shore-duty or sea-duty)
.
The null hypothesis is that there are no interaction
effects for any of the independent variables.
The ANOVA (GLM) procedure was used to derive an
F-statistic for each effect.
Table XXXI displays the results for this test.
Table XXXII illustrates the differences from the
grand mean for each interaction effect.
As the table illustrates, the null hypothesis of no
interaction effect cannot be rejected in all but two cases:
(1) Shore duty single-careerists for the dependent
variable career intent.




ANOVA (GLM) BY HOUSEHOLD CAREER STATUS AND TYPE DUTY
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CAREER INTENT
N = 160 8 ( F-STATISTIC ) R-SQUARE = .7416
Dual-career Single-career
Sea-duty .69 1.0 2
Shore-duty .730 3.30*
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CAREER SATISFACTION
( F-STATISTIC )
N = 1608 R-SQUARE = .7545
Dual-career Single-career
Sea-duty 2.55* .980
Shore-duty 1.5 3 1.17
*Significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE XXXII
DEVIATIONS FROM THE GRAND MEAN IN HYPOTHESIS TEST 4




















N = 1608 GRAND MEAN = 5 .54 R-SQUARE =.7545





















HYPOTHESIS TEST 5 - Family Decision Process
This hypothesis addresses the method by which families
make decisions, but from the perspective that interaction and
the sharing of responsibilities not only applies to domestic
tasks, but also to career planning and execution. The null
hypothesis states that family decision making will have no
effect on career intent and career satisfaction in dual-career
households
.
The ANOVA (GLM) procedure was used and the test was
performed with an alpha = .05.
Table XXXIII relates the findings associated with
this test.
Table XXXIV shows the deviations from the grand mean
for the independent variables involved.
The only statistically significant effects found
occurred for the dependent variable career intent. As is
shown, dual-career individual decision families and single-
career individual decision families displayed statistically
significant effects. In both cases, the mean score for
career intent was lower than the grand mean. Therefore, the
null hypothesis of no interaction effect as a result of
family decision process is rejected in both of these cases.
6 HYPOTHESIS 6 - Family Responsibility and Family
Disruption
The raising of children, and frequent household moves
pressure any family regardless of household career status.
The test, in terms of the null hypothesis, is no interaction
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effects as a result of family responsbility and family
disruption.
The presence of children in a household, are assumed
to place a burden on the life-style of a dual-career house-
hold. The two-career couple must not only adjust their
individual schedules to allow for the sharing of responsi-
bilities, but they are also not able to spend as much time
together as a family. If an officer husband is deployed or
absent from the home the problem is worse.
The Navy requires that officers rotate every 18-36
months. Often this involves geographic relocations. The
dual-career family is affected on at least two fronts:
(1) Complications in spouse employment.
(2) Disruptions in schooling in cases if they have
school-age children.
The inability of one spouse to transfer a career,
coupled with avoidance of interrupted schooling can result
in an officer becoming a "geographic bachelor" . This volun-
tary separation places strains on the dual-career family,
especially in sharing family responsibilities.
The test was conducted at a .05 level of significance.
Table XXXV displays the resulting F-statistics for the
process variables.
The deviations from the grand mean for each interaction
effect are summarized in Table XXXVI.
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TABLE XXXIII
ANOVA (GLM) BY HOUSEHOLD CAREER STATUS AND FAMILY DECISION
PROCESS
























*Significant at .05 level.
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TABLE XXXIV
DEVIATIONS FROM THE GRAND MEAN IN HYPOTHESIS TEST 5
N = 160 8 GRAND MEAN = 3.342 R-SQUARE = .8 870









N = 160 8 GRAND MEAN = 5.0 35 R-SQUARE = .6919
Dep Var Indep Var Mean Deviations








ANOVA (GLM) BY HOUSEHOLD CAREER STATUS,
FAMILY RESPONSIBILITY AND FAMILY DISRUPTIONS (F-STAT)
Dependent Variable: Career Intent
N = 19 2 3 R-SQUARE = .7 369
Dual-career Single-career
Family .61 1.6 2
Responsibility
No Family .21 1.22
Responsibility
Family 1.32 1.6 2
Disruptions
No Family 1.71 2.38
Disruptions
Dependent Variable: Career Satisfaction
N = 1923 R-SQUARE = .7252
Dual-career Single-career
Family 1.14 1.5 7
Responsibility
No Family 1.21 .67
Res pons ibi li ty
Family .72 3.3 3
Disruptions
No Family 1.25 1.10
Disruptions
*Significant at .05 level.
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TABLE XXXVI
DEVIATIONS FROM TEH GRAND MEAN IN HYPOTHESIS TEST 6
N = 15 89 GRAND MEAN = 2.29 5 R-SQUARE = .736






Dual-career 2.234 ( .06)
Family Disrup
Dual-career 2.458 _ (.16)
No Family Disrup
Single-career 2.674 _ ( .38)
Family Resp
Single- career 2.235 ( .06)
No Family Resp
Single- career 2.235 (.06)
Family Disrup




































The results for career intent and career satisfaction
follow an interesting pattern. The findings show both
measures are influenced by the interaction of household
career status, family decision process, grade and type duty.
A. CAREER INTENT
It is interesting to note that household career status,
in and of itself, does not emerge as a significant variable
in the study. However, this conclusion is tempered by the
nature of the question involved. It requires that the
respondent make some definite judgement about future events.
The tendency when answering this type of question is to
hedge or, at least psychologically, not burn any bridges.
When combined with grade and family decision process,
household career status contributes substantially in
explaining variations in career intent.
With respect to grade, a statistically significant
effect was found for junior officer (0-1 to 0-3) dual-career
households. Junior officers in two-career situations have
not had the experience in dealing with many of the problems
confronted when both husband and wife work. Consequently,
they score lower with regard to career intent. This lack of
experience can lead to frustration. Early career couples
are noted for not possessing problem solving skills and
being ill-prepared to cope with the dual-career lifestyle.
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A surprise in the data involves the statistically
significant effect found for single-career senior officers.
Logic dictates that their scores on career intent should be
the highest. However, a mean of 3.140 is well below the
means of the other groups. The reason for this apparent
anomaly is unclear. Further research to pinpoint the causes
would prove interesting.
The greatest influence on surface warfare officer career
intent occurred with the introduction of the family decision
process. A statistically significant difference in mean
career intent was found between family decision process
groups and individual decision process groups, with the
families employing a joint decision process scoring higher.
The reasons for this difference can be explained on a
number of different levels.
The setting of compatible goals, and the decisions
implemented in pursuit of those goals have as underpinnings
frequent and sustained interaction on the part of the indi-
viduals involved. This interaction encompasses career
planning, family planning and assignment selection.
In a household were an effective family decision process
is used both parties concerned have a clearer picture of how
individual goals and aspirations relate to the family.
Furthermore, family interaction and joint career planning
allow for long-term career decisions, such as remaining on
active duty until retirement, to be made earlier.
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In addition, employing a family decision process results
in a better understanding of the hardships and prolonged
separations inherent in a career in the surface navy. Once
illuminated, these adversities can be better dealt with.
The importance of a joint decision process was further
underscored when applied across household career status. In
this case, statistically significant effects were found for
dual-career individual decision families. In this instance,
deviations from the grand mean indicate that the absence of
a joint decision process negatively influences career intent.
A family decision process helps dual-career couples to
balance their respective careers, allocate household duties
and solve problems in a systematic and effective manner.
When it is not used, problems can quickly turn into dilemmas
that may be solved by resigning commissions.
From the Navy's point of view, educating spouses about
the requirements of a naval career could enhance the family
decision process. Advertising and promoting spouse attendance
at detailer briefs and career oriented newsletters sent to the
home are two means by which this effort could be implemented.
In any case, the active participation of the spouse in
career and assignment decisions, not to mention the inter-
action that is necessary to coordinate the maintenance of a
household, undoubtedly influences the career decisions of
officers in dual-career situations.
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B. CAREER SATISFACTION
When career satisfaction was tested across household
career status the result was a difference in means that was
statistically significant. Specifically, dual-career house-
holds display a lower degree of career satisfaction than
their single-career counterparts. The dual-careerists tend
to indicate that they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
with their careers, while single-careerists display moderate
levels of career satisfaction.
Dual-careerists tend to be highly motivated, self-
sufficient and inner directed and this may help to explain
why officers in dual-career environments are not as satisfied
with their careers.
The perceived and the real differences in earning power
between the surface warfare officer and his civilian spouse
is an issue. As was highlighted in the literature review
section, the wife in dual-career households tends to come
from a higher social and economic class than her husband.
Regardless of the level of maturity of both parties, compe-
tition surrounding career success and pay may be present.
Because a military officer cannot influence his earnings as
quickly by performing well (i.e. no bonuses or accelerated
promotions) as can his private sector wife, he may be frus-
trated with his career pace.
Finally, the prolonged absences and long deployments
that must be endured by the surface warfare officer take
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away from the time he has to spend with his family. In any
family situation this is important, but it is more so in the
dual-career household.
The results further indicate that grade, when coupled
with household career status, plays a role in explaining
differences in career satisfaction. A statistically signifi-
cant interaction effect was found for senior officer dual-
careerists. The finding supports the hypothesis that senior
officers in dual-career situations display higher levels of
career satisfaction than junior officers.
As was the case with career intent, familiarity with the
dual-career lifestyle contributes to this finding. Hall and
Hall (1978), in describing the characteristics of mid-career
couples, cited defined career and family priorities and im-
proved ability to plan and cope as important characteristics.
[Ref . 3: p. 39 ]
.
Furthermore, both an officer and a civilian spouse have
begun to undertake more challenging and rewarding positions
within the organization. For the male officer, this stage in
his career more than likely finds him as either a commanding
officer or an executive officer, both highly influential and
rewarding positions. His wife can also expect to be
approaching the pinnacle of her career at this point. This
heightened realization of success, along with the economic
security it brings, contribute to increased feelings of
career and occupational satisfaction.
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The alternative hypothesis of statistically significant
interaction effects was supported in the case of the dual-
career sea duty group.
Because of the long separations inherent with sea duty,
officers assigned to such billets are not able to share
responsibilities in a dual-career household. The significant
stresses and strains already experienced in a dual-career
household may be magnified when the officer is assigned to
sea duty. Duty aboard ship requires very long hours, frequent
separations and extended overseas deployments.
This result may be viewed with a certain amount of
caution. Frustration with being separated from family
coupled with the often mundane routine of life at sea, can
result in downwardly biased responses to the career satis-
faction portion of the questionnaire.
Of particular interest is the absence of statistically
significant effects for family decision process. This finding
is surprising, especially in light of the importance of joint
decision making with regard to career intent. The same
concerns that influence career intent, things such as joint
career and family planning and assignment selection, should
also impact career satisfaction. As a result, family decision
process should emerge as important.
One explanation for the lack of statistically signifi-
cant effects is that career satisfaction may be based on
more recent experiences that are more closely related to the
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workplace. The responses obtained for career satisfaction
may represent crystallizations of events and experiences
that occurred 6 to 12 months prior to the survey. More




Of the six hypothesis that were tested, five produced
results that are of some value in assessing and explaining
behavior in dual-career households
.
The study showed that officer career intent and career
satisfaction are not dependent on household career status
alone, but rather, are influenced by a number of factors
working in concert, including grade, type duty, and family
decision process.
Dual-career couples scored higher than expected on
career intent (see hypothesis 1 results) . Two-career
families have been able to adjust to the demands of their
lifestyle. This is not to suggest that the growing trend
towards dual-career lifestyles in the military does not
merit further study.
Another finding of interest is that career intent and
career satisfaction rise 26 percent and 22 percent respec-
tively when family decision process is considered. Table
XXXVII illustrate the point.
This finding is consistent with previous research where
a recurring theme is cooperation, understanding and joint
decision making in a successful dual-career family.
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Finally, type duty and grade followed the pattern
hypothesized. It seems as though a settling process occurs
as an officer transitions into the senior officer category.
Senior officers scored higher on both career intent and
career satisfaction than their junior officer counterparts.
Their added experience in dealing with the problems of a
dual-career lifestyle is a factor contributing to this
finding.
TABLE XXXVII
DIFFERENCES IN CAREER INTENT AND CAREER SATISFACTION
WHEN FAMILY DECISION PROCESS ACCOUNTED FOR
Dep Var Indep Var Mean % Change









1 . Sea Tour Lengths and Split Tours
This study links career intent and career satisfac-
tion in dual-career households to type duty. Sea-duty
exerted negative influences in each case.
Currently, initial sea assignments are about 36
months in length. This period is designed to provide the
prospective SWO with the time to complete his Personal
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Qualification Standards (PQS) and earn 111X designation.
Furthermore, it enables him to hone nis talents as both a
mariner and a Naval Officer.
Where a dual-career situation is identified, a
guaranteed shore assignment at the same homeport (or area of
spouse location) could be offered if the officer completes
his qualification requirements in no more than 30 months.
In return, the officer would agree to attend the Department
Head Course and serve as a Department Head afloat.
Upon graduation from Department Head School, officers
are required to serve two 18-month split tours (except in the
case of new construction assignments where one 30 month tour
is required) . Officers in dual-career situations could be
offered assignments in the same homeport whenever possible.
While the need for officers at sea is indeed a critical
one, these measures would serve to alleviate at least some of
the burdens associated with transfers and sea-duty.
2 . Command Understanding and Involvement
Perhaps the key element in a working dual-career
retention program rests, as most things in the Navy do, at
the Commanding Officer level. His ability to change percep-
tions is profound. The availability of command resources and
Commanding Officer awareness about dual-career households can
contribute to easing the burdens of the dual-career family.
A dual-career awareness workshop could be initiated
as part of the CO/XO pipeline. Furthermore, this issue could
be touched at levels as low as Department Head School.
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While difficult to measure, this enhanced under-
standing may well contribute favorably to SWO retention in
dual-career environments. In addition, this grass-roots
appreciation of the issues would help to overcome the
persistent traditionalist viewpoints.
3 . Family Services
Child care facilities could include 24-hour service.
These centers should be located at all major fleet installa-
tions. The cost of running the centers would be borne partly
by the users with the balance budgeted by the Navy.
Dual-career information centers could also be estab-
lished. These centers would provide job information at key
locations, referral services, and relocation assistance. A
counseling service and a babysitter/housekeeper hot-line
could also be offered.
C. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center will ini-
tiate a follow-up Surface Warfare Officer career questionnaire
in the fall of 19 85. The same issues addressed in this and
earlier studies [Refs. 2, 5] (Suter, 1979, and Strifler, 1982)
will again be relevant. Furthermore, an assessment of the
scope of the problem in terms of a trend should also be
investigated. \
Investigation as to why^ family responsibility and family
disruptions do not exert mo'ire of a negative influence on
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dual-career Surface Warfare Officer career intent and career
satisfaction may prove helpful.
Studies are needed on the impact of current economic
changes on family work-roles and their implications for the
military. Increased participation by women in defense related
activities is one issue that falls within this category.
An interesting and relatively untouched field of study
is a review of the impact of microcomputer technology on
family-work patterns. Preliminary studies have suggested
that this new technology may expand the possibilities for
women to join the workforce, while at the same time, partici-
pate in the more traditional roles of homemaker and mother.
The growing industry of "home-work" is one example of this
new technology changing the work patterns of American society.
It has the possibility that some professional/technical occupa-
tions will become location-independent.
D. INTO THE FUTURE: THE NEXT GENERATION
Families continuously change, but they change in the
manner of the moral rather than the technical order [Ref. 22:
p. 229] .
What implications do changes in gender- role conception,
in the role of children, in the linkages between families
and their social environments, and in the conception of the
family itself have for the Navy in the coming century?
Perhaps the key to answering the question lies in under-
standing the perception that different family structures are
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personal/social options rather than products of fate,
inheritance or divine decree [Ref. 23: p. 241],
If the perceptions, values and gender- role definitions
of the children in dual-career families are being influenced
by their upbringing and environment, this new outlook could
have a major impact on manning the All-Volunteer Force.
E. FINAL COMMENTS
This study partly rejects the idea that the dual-career
family trend in the Navy is a major problem. However, it
did uncover some relationships that may prove beneficial in
the formulation of future policy.
The scope of the problem, and the extent of the effect
of dual-career situations, is largely dependent on how a
dual-career family is defined. This work employed a more
stringent definition than most of the studies cited. Con-
sequently, it understates the phenomenon.
The business of taking ships to sea is no longer solely
a matter of good seamanship and judgement. Understanding
the social phenomenon of the dual-career trend and its effect
on sea-going officers will be a prerequisite to readiness.
If not in the 19 80's, then in the early 1990 *s.
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APPENDIX
NPRDC SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER QUESTIONNAIRE
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT CENTER






Subj: Officer Career Research
Raf: (a) Perspective . " July/August 1981
Sacl: (1) Officer Career Questionnaire
1. Reference (a) discussed research which has been Initiated to determine
factors In the Navy's career management system that affect officer career
decision—asking and action. This Center is conducting the reseerch which
has at its core, a questionnaire intended to survey approximately 3,000
Surface Warfare Officers over a period of time. You have been selected at
random to receive enclosure (1) and your participation in this survey is
comnleteiy voluntary. Tour input may eventually have an Important effect
upon issues related to officer career development. This research has been
authorized by higher authority and results will be provided to the Surface
Officer Distribution Division in KMFC—* and to OP- 13. Individuals, units
or specific organizations will not be identifiable in reoorts, ^r.efings
or discussions since results of the survey will be in a statistical or
combined form. However, we need your name and S5^N luitially because we
intend to contact you sometime in me future Co find out what has happened
to your career in the interim.
2. ?lease review the enclosed questionnaire. It is rather lengthy, but
officers who assisted us in revising an earlier version felt chat it con-
tained essential areas of concern to surface werfare officers. A hlgn
degree of thoroughness was felt to be necessary in order to pursue each
topic completely. You are invited to add any commence which serve to
amplify your feelings and opinions.
3. Thank, you in advance for your participation. Please merle your answers
on cne questionnaire itself and return it co che Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center by using che return envelope provided. Results of
chls quescionnalre will be publlsned periodically in che officer newsletter,
"Perspective ." If you snould have any questions regarding me questionnaire,
please call Dr. Robert Morrison at (714) 225-2191 or ALT0V0N 933-2191. Report
symbol OPVAV 3330-1 ha* been assigned to this survey.
KEU.T, JR.
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1. NAME: 2. SSI?:
"list K.I. Last
SCR7AC2 HARFABE OFTTCZa CAKKg& QUESTIONNAIRE
Privacy Act Hotic*
Jaaer the authority of 5 OSC 301, information regarding your background,
attitude*, experiences, and future intention* la the Havy is requested to
provide input to a stilt* of studies on officer career processes and retention.
The Information provided by you will not becooia part of your official record,
nor vlll it b« uaed to aaka decision* abouc you which will affect your career
in any way. It will be used by to* Mavy Personnel Research, and Development
Canter for statistical purposes only. Tou ar* ooc required to provide this
information. Thar* will be no adverse c on*equenr.es snould you elect ooc to
provide tSa requested information or any part of it. Return of tba question-
naire constitute* acknowledgment of thaaa Privacy Ace provisions.
Background Information
3. Grade: 0- 4. Designator:
5. Marital Statu*: ( )1. Never Married
( ) 3. Uldow(ar) - Tear . u^ ( )
( ) S. Divorced - Year ; aad ( )
Children living with you: Number
( )2.Marrl
4. Remarried - Ta







7. Preeotml sslonlng Class Ranks:
Don't
Know











( ) ( )
b. Military (OCS, USNA, ecc.)( ) C ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Were you a SWOS laalc Distinguished Graduate*
( ) 0. Did not attend SUOS ( ) I. Tes (
II. PROFESSIONAL QUALI7ICATIONS
When were you awarded the LUX designator?
) 2. Ho
( ) M/A
( ) a. Division Officer
( ) b. Department Head
( ) c. 0OD
( ) d. 20OW
( ) e. Weapon* Control
.'tontn Tear
ta lned (check all that apply)?
( ) f. Evaluator/TAO
( ) g. 10 Afloat (LC2R. * above)
( ) h. Quel. -Surface Ship Command
I .) 1. Surface rfuclear rower
( ) J. Other
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3. Plea** coatplata ch* following table by providing, che Indicated laf oratclon
from ail of the fitae** report* you received during your pr**ent cour and
ch« cour preceding It. If you era enroute co * new Lgn—nt
.
uae your
la at two toura, starting vlth your aoat racaat 7T73EP. Include dacea of
fltaaaa raporta chat ara oot available and writ* In Ch* word "mleaing."
flaw n-rr}* y^.y Toaitioa on che Evaluation |fld, s.rmmj.ry rjaJsJUm. Tba
first thraa llnaa ara fillad in aa example a. Omit Information vhich ia

















IS 5Z 1 10t 302 | 50zl 50Z hoi MARC TOSAT
C5/81 1 & 1 1 1 1 TZS 2 of 2
11/80 1 1 rD I 1 ! ' 1 MO 1
11/79 2 ^SSINC I of
i i 1 1 1 of
I
1
1 i I ! of
i 1 1 i 1 1 I ! 1
1 1 of




III. PRESENT ASSIGNMENT ZZPZRIENCZ
Ia this section (pages 2 and 3) information ia sought about vour oraeent cour
of duty. If you are enrouta co a new duty station, refer co your -UscTSur-To
answer Che items. The Last 3 aontha should be your frame of reference when a
specific cime period is required
1. 'Ay present tour la:
2. PRD » /
( ) 1. S« ) 2. Shore
Month 'fear




5. If rent due? Is a saa cour, how aaay months h*v* been spent la shipyard
overhaul. Including non-home port upkeep? moata(s)
6c Have tou been (or will you be) extended In this Cour bayood your initial
PRD? ( ) 1. No ( ) 2. !•* — bow long? (aoatha)
( ) 3. Don't know
7. If you aaewered TZS Co question 6, what was/ la eh* reason (choose best
respoaae)
?
( ) 1. Complete ?QS /aetata SVO designator
( ) 2. Awaiting rellei
( ) 3. Awaltlag opportunity co eater school
( ) 4. Short clae remaiaiag la Navy
( ) 5. Ho reaaoo given
( ) 6. Other
What is your evaluation of cha following aspects of your present Job and related








Use of skills & abilities
i. Working environment
a. Hours of work, required
f _ '-"ork pressure
3- Interesting dutlea




J . Opportunity co complece ?QS
_lt. Sense of accomplishment
_1. Opportunity Co grow profesaionally
ja. Doing something important
_a. 3alatloashlps in wardroom
o, Ralacloaahip with CO or reporting
senior
schedule activities




( ) still don't
( ) still doa't
10. Overall, how do vou evaluaca this Cour in earns of (omit if not appllcable)-

















For your most netne experience vita a co«pl«e*d PCS change, how a*ny days
rnLatiTa Co 7007 PSD did 700. receive (hoc applicable -0)7
a. Informal notification days prior to PSD, or
daya after PSD
b. Pormal notification (ordara)
:
day prior to PHD, or
day after PHD
2. Utaan did you datach from your Last las Lgttmanc (um numbers such aa 10-79;




3. Wee tha new assignment sea or shore ducy?
( ) 0. Merer reaaalgned ( ) 1. SEA ( ) 2. SHORE
4. Did tha reaealgnmenc involve a change in geographic location?
( ) 0. Mavar reaaalgned ( ) 1. T2S ( ) 2. HO
5. How satisfactory \ai tha amount of notification tiaa you received for—
Mort than Juat about Cut is Totally
H/A enough rl^ht too eloaa ansae
a. Informal notification ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
b. Pormal notification ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
5. If you answered question S. with "cut it coo close" or "totally unsatisfactory,"
wars chare special circumstances chat say have affected tha cluing of your
notification (chooaa bast raaponse)
?
( ) L. Mo
( ) 2. Yes—and it uaa juscif labia.
( ) 3. Yes—and 1C wasn't juaciilabla.
7. Prior to your most recent transfer, how many days of lead time did you have co
saite cravel arrangements and household effects shlsment?
Pays ( ) Mavar tranaferred or not applicable.
9. How many months prior to your PSD co your currenc assignment did you submit a new
preference card (none submitted -0)? >tontha
( ) Don't remember.
9. If you did not submit one, why not (check beat choice)?
) 1. It doesn't do any good.
) 2. I Calked to ay detaller by phone to discuss ay desires and cha available
options.
) 3. I didn't need to submit a nav one, tha old one -was O.K..
) 4. I goc ay new aaaigTutent before I could submit one.
) 5. Other
10. Whan I eompleced ay moat recent preference card, I (check ehe best choice)
:
) 0. Did aoc complete on*.
) 1. Pue down choices I personally wanted regardless of hov ehey night
affect ay Havy career.
) 2. Put dotn primarily vhac I wanted but Compared Cham a Little with
what I thought would help ay Havy career.
) 3. Put down choice* which X wanted, and I felt tha Havy would want aa
to have, because Havy requirement* and ay interests are alike.
) 4. Put down choices which I thought would help ay Havy career but
Compered with ay personal desires.
) S. Put down cholcea which I thought would help ay Havy career even
chough they weren't personally desirable.
How did you rank the following in importance on your last preference card (rank






a. Location b. Type Billet c. Type Activity
Assess cha acceptability of your current assignment In comparison with what was
expressed on your preference card using cha scale below;
- Preference card aoc 3tnt/ouc of lata or never transferred.12 3 4 5 6 7
Very Poor Neutral Very
Good
a. Location b. Type 3illet c. Type Activity
Which one of Cha following statements best describes your experience in obtaining
your current assignment?
) 0. Haven't been through reassignment.
) 1. Tended to run smoothly ay detaller located an acceptable billet
relatively quickly.
) 2. Tended co run smoothly but there was a certain amount of uncertainty
and discussion with ay detaller along cha uiy,
) 3. Tended Co be a very difficult, unhappy experience. However, I
evencually received a satisfactory or acceptable assignment.
) 4. Tended to be a frustrating, anxiety-producing experience. Only
through che intervention of senior officers or extreme efforts on
ay pare did I ulcimately receive a satisfactory or acceptable
assignment
.
( ) 5. Tended co be a completely hopeless situation. Ho amount of effort on
ay part or by ochers was successful In influencing Che syscem.
About how often did you interact with your detaller during your most recent
assignment? Provide your besc estimate.
a. About
b. About
{ ) c. Haven't been through reassignment
times within a year of PRD.
times a year otherwise.
13. What was thai purpose of thee* interactions (check one or more)?
( ) a. Hoe applicable
( ) b. To keep 1a couch
( ) e. To dacermina potential
openings
( ) d. To Learn mora about racaoe
trends and pollclaa
( ) a. To seek career advice
( ) f. To determine acacua of
reoueate, letters, ace.
( ) g. To obtain an answer Co a
•pacific question




Sow many times did rou uia Che following ways of Interact lug with your
dataller during your taoat racant complete tour. Including; the reassignment
procaaa (leave blank If not reassigned) ? How effective do rou feel each







Number of (1) Very (2) (3) (4) (5) Very
Tlmee Used Ineffective Ineffective So-So Effective Effective
CZ3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
CZ1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
CZ2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
My dataller's dealgnator la ) Don't Vnow.
What is your evaluation of your current dataller in the following areaa (Respond
using the following scale.)?
Don t Very
Know Negative
a. Knowledgeable of current
policy crenda
b. Knowledgeable of which
billets are available
c. Knowledgeable of reauire—
aents and duties of avail-
able billets
d. Knowledgeable of ary career
development needs
a. Knowledgeable of xy personal
desires







_1. What (a) ha says can be crusted
_j . Looks out for ay beet Interests
_k. Listens to ay problem, desires,
needs, etc.
_1. Provides useful career counseling
ja. Responds Co correaponoence
_a. Availability
19. Vhen was Che Last Cime you communicated with your current detailer (give month
and year in digits such as 10-79; 0—0 equals none)?
Month Year
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20. Row did you prepare for your initial contact with jour dataller during your
last reassignment (check all that apply)?
( ) a. No reassignment.
( ) b. Did not prepare.
( ) e. Reanalyzed ay preference card.
( ) d. Submitted an updated preference card.
( ) e. Reviewed ay whole career pLan.
( ) f. Contacted others at my present duty station for advice.
( ) J. Discussed it with ay spouse.
( ) a. Checked instructions, personnel manual and other pollcy(ies).
( ) 1. Checked the ITU, Career Planning Guide or "Perspective."'
( ) j . Other
i
21. I, aot ay detaller, initiated the first contact regarding ay most recent
reassignmenc.
( } 0. Never reassigned, ( ) 1. YES ( ) 2. NO
22. Have you attended a detaller field trip seating in the last two years?
( ) 1. No - Meeting has never been scheduled in ay com__nd(s).
( ) 2. No - I was not available when trip was scheduled.
( ) 3. No - I chose not to attend a scheduled aeeting.
( ) 4. Tes - nan-he prior to ay PSD.
23. During ay aost recent transfer, I -as promised one type of duty or duty station
location, and it was changed in the orders I received jusc before I transferred.
( ) 1. Tes ( ) 3. Save aever discussed orders with
( ) 2. No
aT decailer -
( ) 4. Have aever been transferred.
24. If you have attended a detaller field trip aeeting, to what extent—(Respond using
the following scale. Omit if one not attended)
Mot App- Very Some Very
Licable Little Great
a. Did it provide clarification of assignment policies and practices?
b. Did it give you an appreciation of officer career paths and alternatives?
c. Did it resolve some assignment problems you had?
d. 'Jas it conducted in an open and honest manner?
«. Was it a useful and beneficial aeeting?
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25. What Individual* did you um to Intervene on your behalf ca obtain the Ign—at
you wanted during jour Last rti«il j,n— nr (check all that apply) T
a. No previoua 1 Ijjimenr
b. No one.
c. My CO.
d. TtM CO of the billet I wanted.
e. a »«nlor officer from ay dlrocc chain of c 1—in i from ay previous
aaalgnaent.
f. A. senior officer In eb* direct chain of 11— ml of ay daeired issi^naenc,
g. A. senior officer fro* ay is—inn 1 r j buC ooc In the chain of CO—and of
either uilj—Bt.








you received your Laat Officer Data Card (OOC) , did you verify each block?
1. Tee, I 'a sure no -correct ions vers required.
2. Tee, It ss—ad to aa chat no correctlona were required, but I 'a not poaltiv*
3. Tea, correctlona ware required, but I didn't follow—up.
4. Tea, correctlona were required, and I sent them to Washington.
5. So, but I cheesed a few blocka.
6. Ho, I gave It hardly a glance.
7. Have aever received an OOC.
3 . I don
'
z know what an ODC Is
.
your Administrative Office offered to help you to verify your Latest OOC?
1. Tes ( ) 3. Have sever received one.
2. So ( ) 4. Still don't know what ^a ODC Is.
On the average with respect to your Last reassignment, how aany times did you have
to dial your detaller' 3 number before you were able to talk to him (her) or another
dataller? ( ) Did aot try to call him. ( ) Sever reassigned.
Ulth resoect to your most recent transfer, did your detaller inform you by aessaga
that orders were being forwarded and they were aot received in a timely fashion?
( ) 0. Sot applicable ( ) Tes ( ) 2. So
Did you have a copy of your preference card or official correspondence (i.e.
fitness report, 00D (0) qualification, etc.) aallad or telecopied for your
detaller' 3 use?
( ) L. Tes, and it was received.
( ) 2. Tes, and it was lost somewhere in the syscem.
( ) 3. Tes, but I don't know what happened to it.
( ) 4. So.
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II. Are you presently on an overseas cour of duCy?
( ) 1. Tes—accompanied ( ) 2. Yes—-unaccompanied ( ) 3. So
If yes, please answer question 31.a. Otherwise go directly Co Section V.
s. Did four transferring coenand provide timely and accurate support for
your overseas transfer?
( ) 0. Hot applicable ( ) 1. Tes ( ) 2. Xs
( ) 3. Did not infers ne of the requirements.
V. DECISION PROCESS
I. Whan did you begin the following activities in regard to your last reassignment?
(Use the following scale to respond to items a through gs)
0. Xot applicable 4. 7 to 10 months before ay PRD.
1. Systematically throughout ay tour. 5. 3 to 6 months before ay PSD.
2. lots than 14 months before ay PSD. 6. Within 3 months before ay ?RD.
3. 11 to 14 months before ay PSD. 7. I didn't do this.
a. Contacting your detailer.
b. Specifically seeking the advice of a senior officer.
c. Specifically seeking the advice of peers.
d. Discussing possible assignments with my spouse/ family.
e. Considering choices of location.
f . Considering choices of types of billets.
g. Considering choices of types of duty.
2. How important was your desire for a post-Havy career In your preference for your










Sot Some A Primary
Considered Consideration Factor
3. How important, was your desire for a change in your Mavy career (change in designator
outside present community; in your preference for -rout most recent assignment?
(Circle appropriate response)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Some A Primary
Considered Consideration Factor
4. Looking at a 3U0 career, for approximately how aany years from now do vou have a
relatively clear idea of wnac your career path (billets, promotions, etc.) will be?
( years)
5. How sany more years do you plan to remain on active duty? years; ( ) Don't
have any idea.
6. How attractive does the TWO career path appear to you (circle the appropriate number)






7. Bow attractive would it bo Co chance your dealgnacor and pursua a dlff eri
path (eirelo cho appropriate auabar)
?






3. Whoa did you or will you aaka cho following decision*? Conaider when you voro
(vlll bo) deciding Co do something, not whan you will bo implementing Cho decision.
If earouta to a aow assignment, respond by referring Co your laac assignment. Zach
question requires two responses.
r
QUESTION







Present Tour Dec laion
Deferred
Till laterea So Undecided 1
decided IVUI decide
m «o/ra Ion MO/ra
a. Complete SUO PQS
.
l
b. Request Dope. Head
School.
c. Request ?G School.
d. '.'JtkM cha Mawy a
career
e. Seek a designator
cliange from SUO
-
f. Complete ZOOU Qual.
i |
3. Complete Qualifica-
tion for Command 1
Si. Obtain a proven
Suoapec laity
i
I. ?jequeat Staff or War
College
j . Remain geographic-
ally stable !
t. Accept a Washington
headqtra staff assign
1. Prepare for a career
outside the Navy !




0. Strive for Command
ac sea.
p. Strive for CAPT.
i
1
q. Strive for flag rank.
!
i I III
Do you fe«i that the Navy uaats you Co eontinne your career *# an ncttvt duty







10. If you were to seek civilian employment, how prepared Are you to do so?









11. In reference to your present assignment, evaluate the following sources of Information
concerning now such you use thea and how accurate, honest, and available they are in
providing you with career planning information and guidance. Also evaluate the amount
of influence each source exerts on your career decision* and whether the influence is











/ / / DIRECTION 2? /
f 1 £ 1 (CtEGC ONE) /
S / // /?ds it ive Negative/
co ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
C ) C )
C ) c ^
( ) ( )
( ) C )
1 ( ) ( )


















12. What la your evaluation of ch* following aspects with regard ca a Havy career?




a. Continuity of datallers
_b. »nl ijiiiemics received
c Chang* of blllaca ac 2-3 year
Interval*
_d. Possibility of change of geographic





a. Oversea* assignments, accompanied
h. Overseas assignments, unaccompanied





13 and 14 using the following seal*:
3 4 5 6
Soaavoat Dei ialcely
Do
13. When you are (or "should be") complecing your Officer Preference Card, do you
have a good Ida* of available blllaca for which you would be fully competitive?
14. Do you feel the blllaca you have received reflected your experience and paac
performance?
12. Race the following assignments. Tirst evaluaca then according Co chair concrlbuclon
Co your ttavy career. Then aaaasa Cha daslrablllcy of each aaslgnment. Respond using
Che following scale:
1 3 3 4 5,6 7
Strongly Subscan- ."toaeracely Neucr
Negative Clally
Sea











J. Shore Support Unit (OIC)
k.. Flag Aide
t SVCS-3aslc Iaacruccor



































q. Washing coa Tour
.-. Major Shora Staff
s. Recruiting
t. Training Conmand (Enlisted)
u. Navy PC Scbool Student
16. Please indicate the reXstlve opportunity of obtaining each of the following
characteristics in the Navy versus your expectations of obtaining then in a

















(c /-'or It hours
i. Minimal work. stressC
4. "reeaoa from haasle(
f.Own initiative (





(oalt if HA) (































r. Variety of aaalgamenta
s. Educational oppox CU&lElM
t.?Tomo clonal opparnmlCies
u.Social HalaClonships
17. PL2S5Z GO SACX TO qCZSTIOH 16 AHO CI3CL2 THOSS 5 CHARACTZXISrrCS THAT ARE MOST
MOST IMPORTANT TO TOO AND CROSS OUT THOSE 5 CHARACTERISTICS THAT ARZ LEAST IMPORTANT
TO TOO.
The following eight Items (13-25) cover Che family's Impact oa your carter. Skip Co
the aait section If you are ooc currently tamed.
IS. How is your spouse primarily employed? (Cooit Isaac response)
( )L. Full-ciae btmmutkax ( )7. Consultant
( )2. Secretary/clerical ( )3. 3ua inaaa/Finance
( )3. Teacher ( )9. Navy officer
( )4. Nurse
( )5, Engineer
( )6. Other professional
)10.:iavy enlisted
) 11. Other military
)12.0thar
Respond co lCema 19-21 using cba following scale:





_19. My spouse's career limits considerably che options available In ay career decisions.
_20. At che present cine, ay career la aore important co ae Chan ay spouse's career.
_21. I am actively Involved In ay spouse's career.
22. Rank order Che following iceaa according co Che severity of chelr Impact on your
aosc recent PCS move (the aost severe * 1).
a. My spouse's asployaent d.
b. Disruptions In family schooling e.
c. My out-of-pocket expenaea {,
23.
Disruptions In social relations
The aoving proceaa Itself
My unavailability to help Che
family (deployed, for example)
How do you chink your spouae 5 eela cowerda your Navy career?
( )1. Completely Oppoaed
( )2. Moderately Oppoaed
( )3. Neutral
( )A. Moderately supportive
( )5. Completely supportive
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Sac I deter to £qu*i I aeeide
Applicable u?jn«« 9 Particl- alone
petIon
24. How Involved mi jour spouse when you ude dec ia Ions during 7our last
reassignment ( completing cha Preference Card, for exaaple)
.
25. How involved la your spouse whan you are making major career decisions such
aa staying In the Navy, chooalng a second career, retiring, ace.
VI. Career ManageaenC
I. On cha scale below, check che sea teaear which most accurately reflects your Idea of
the community which you represent.
)1. I aa a surface warfare specialise.
)2. I aa primarily a surface warfare speclallac and secondarily a Navy officer.
)3. I aa an equal balance of both,.
)4. I aa primarily a Navy officer and secondarily a surface warfare speclallac
15. I a j Navy officer.
)6. Other





2. My community has some programs co help ae with my career which are different
from otner Navy communities such aa aviation.
_3. My community haa a higher rata of promotion for senior officers Chan ehe
other Havy communities.
__4, My community trlea to take care of Its own In regarda to proaociona.
_5 . It is almost essential for ae Co be sponsored by someone senior If I wane co
advance in che Navy.
_6. Officers In comaunicies ocher Chan sine gee Che billets which contribute most
to their Nevy careers.
_7. My community uses an "old boy" (informal ) network to keep tabs on officers
for Che best assignment 3.
3. It Is laoortant to have soaeone available with whom I aa comfortable and
crust co discuss my career.
?. My senior officers interact with ae frequently.
_I0. I use senior officers as role models when I make career decisions.





12, I have been counseled «bout tha "Tight" cooucti to iiu Co help further
7 Sit» career.
13. I have b— couaaeled as the Kerb's career opportunities outside of ay
cnisssmlty.
14. I hava bean couaaa.lad on tha "aliad allm" which sight kill it Havy uratr
.
13. I have beam counseled oa tha "tickets" which hava to ba puached so thac I
can reach ay career joels la tha 'levy.
16. I hava had jood coaaaal oa tha Xavy's norma and values for officers.
17. I hava a cloee, personal relaclonship vlth a considerably aora aanlor officer
who servee aa a aaacar for ay career.
13. I hava couaselad a aora Junior officer la career-related aattara.
19. Officers aaad a special career counsel lag syecan for chaa.
20. Visibility la very important at thla stage In ay Mavy career.
21. Officers la ay community aaka flag raak because thay ( Rank order tha followlag
five stacaaaata with 5 being tha nose Import anc)
:
a . era highly speciallied d . have tha right contacts.
b. era not overspeclallzed e. punched the right tickets.
c. ara superb performers.
23. la cosrparlaoa vlth other cuismiiiiitias, officers la ay caageunlty aaka flag raak.
(circle beet choice)
:
Very AC tha Very
freoueatly same rata Infrequently
VTI. CAHZZ3. ATTITUDES
Career Intentions : Tha following item concerna the Intensity of your desire to
continue your career aa a Navy officer at lease until you are eligible for
retirement. Areae on cha scale are described, both verbally and In terms of
probability, to provide aeen ingful reference points. Check the reaoonaa which
aost closely represents your current level of consmltmeat.
How certain are you chat you will continue an active Mavy career at leaet until
you are eligible for retirement?
( )1. 99.3-100X I aa virtually certain chat I will not leave the Navy
voluntarily prior to aecoaing eligible for retirement.
( )2. 90.0-99.32 I aa almost certain I will continue ay military career If ?oaalbl«
( )3. 75. 0-3 9. 3Z I am confident that I will continue ay Nsvy career until I can
retire.
( )4. 50. 0-74. 3X I probably will remain la Mavy until I aa eligible for retirement.
( 55. 25.0—• 9. 9Z I probably will not continue la tha Mavy until I aa eligible
for retlraasnt.
( )6. 10. 0-24. 32 Z am confident thac 1 will not continue ay Havy career until I
can retire.
( )7. 3.2-9. 9Z I aa almost certain thac I will leave the Navy aa soon aa possible.
( )8.0-0.1Z I am virtually certain that I will not voluntarily continue in the
Nevy until 1 am eligible for retirement.
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™ reapondiag to each Item. «tac«Beae by
•
I «ld d.f^c.ly QOC ^ " ^ »
C^ »* c«.„.





forrunac. co b. locacd wh.ra I ».
I thoroughly «njOT ^ care-r
I thoroughly enjoy *y location.
I ca*. grMC prld. la ^ MMe
! Td "" -^" *— - «~ La ay care.r
-«t« «** abouc being la , ^ ^«-
=
^ly Uk. Cfl _ga «-
I would be acre 3 aci3 fied la , dlff„MC ,
t f*«l t — u u «-*rereac Location,l I could b.^ ,„, „claflad





«h«« I Uv. l, ^ „.„ ^
' "'
£
° * •«««<*ctio« chan ^ ,ar«r.
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la evaluating the first four itema, consider ,Vi"J, CIC, ece. as teennlcal scnools
and L24ET, ?A0, ecc. a* non-technical ones. Omit cons Iderac ton of major profess-
ion*! school* such *« SUCS, TPCS or war collage.
_i. .1*77 school (s) ch*c I completed during 37 most recent cranafer or present assignment
«rt valuable to met In performing it Job. (score "0" if none completed).
2. The Navy ha* provided aa wit a adequate training In the general (.managerial)
Aspect* of how to perform * a Naval officer.
3. I believe that non-technical scoools Improve ay ability to do my Job.
4. Technical schools will increase ay promotion opportunities much more than
non-technical service schools.
_5 . Accept for technical /key billets, the assignment of primary duties to an officer
by the commanding officer la guided by the officer's service record and the
officer's need to obtain veil rounded professional experience.
5. The assignment of an officer on sea duty aa a division officer, may be a
collateral duty.
7. An officer auac serve aa the head of a major department before selection for
assignment a* an executive officer afloat.
9. The 1OOU qualification must be obtained before an LUX can be designated as
"Qualified for Command".
9. A written examination la required to obtain the designation, "Qualified for
COeammsmmfld *
10. If an URL officer (116X1 does not qualify within 24 months of shlDboard duty,
this may result in reaaaignment to snore duty and a designator change to
uox.
11. My ship has a planned program for rotating junior officers through several
deoartfflents during their first sea tour. (Cm it if on shore duty)
.
_12 . I have been encouraged by many of ay seniors (CO, :'.0 , department head, etc.)
to pursue a graduate education.
_13. Obtaining a postgraduate degree will strengthen ay chances for promotion.
14. I jould rather receive a postgraduate degree from a civilian Institution than
MFCS.
15. If I leave ay warfare specialty area for any reason, including attendance ac
NPGS, ay :iavy career will suffer.
16. The development of a subspecialty la Important for ay Navy career.
17. The development of a subspecialty is Important for ay career beyond the Navy.
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IX. SnPTLZMZSTAL qCZSTICKS
Indicate your level of i«r««Mcc with item* 1 through 33. Raepood using Che
foUowing scale:
t 2 3 4 __ 3 6 7
Strongly Naucral Strongly
Dlaagraa Agree
1. I aa willing Co put in * great deal of effort beyond Chat normally orpocced la
order Co help cna Navy be successful..
2. I calk up the Kavy Co ay friends as « greet organ lxat lots Co work for.
_3. I feel very llctle loyalty Co the Havy.
4. I would accept almoet any cypm of Job assignment In order Co remain In ehc Havy.
3. I find chac ay values and the levy's values are very similar.
6. I am proud co Call others Chac I eat part of the Havy.
7. I could JuaC as well be working for a different organlxac Ion as long »m the Cyp*
of work ware similar.
3. The Havy really inspires Cha very base In a* la the way of Job performance.
9. It would cake vary little change in isy present circumstances co causa • co leave.
10. I aa extremely glad that I chose cha Havy co work for, over other organizations
I was considering at the tlae> I joined.
11. There's not too much to be gained by staying with Cha Havy indefinitely..
iiMJL2. Often, I find It difficult co agree with cha Havy's policies on important natters
relating co its personnel.
__13. I really care about Cha fata of Cha Havy.
_L4. For me this la cha beat of all possible organizations for which co work.
13, Deciding to Join the Mavy was a definite alscaka on ay part.
16. The Havy should provide clear, specific career paths with associated plans.
17. I don't really think aboac the career decision; it's in Cha back of ay sind
for a while, Chen It vill suddenly hit aa, and I know wnac I will do.
13. Career opportunities are unpredictable so you oust be ready to mu a decision
when one arisea.
19. I aa willing Co iaveeC considerable time la exploring career opporcunltiaa.
20. X like to imagine what it would be Ilka to be the very cop person In ay field.
21. I research, plan, and find ay own billets.
22. It helps co know exaccly what you want In your aaxt asslgnaent.
23 . I can not deoend upon the detailing syetea to find a job chac I want.
24
. I know cha stepe Chac I need co cake to achieve ay Havy career goals.
23 . I know the scape chac I need Co Cake Co achieve ay pose -Navy career goals.
26. I feel chac I'-a a person of worth, at leaac on an equal plana with others.
__27.' I feel Chac I have a number of good qualities.
23. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.
29. I feel I do aoc have such to be proud of.
30. I wish I could have aora respect for ayself
.




32. AC Class I think I aa no good at all.
_
.33. On the whole, I aa satisfied with ayaelf.
_34. I Caka a positive act!Cuds Coward ayaelf.
35. I certainly fssl uaalaae at class.
36. Career Satisfaction II ; Tha following lcaas ars alallar to thoaa you
covered aarliar. goaswr, va would Ilka your uiiicmct to im how
Mavy officers look ac Chair caraar In relation Co Chair occupation
and organization. Mulclple leans help us obtain acahls estimates of
acelcudas. Haspood using tha following seals:
Strongly Helchar Strongly
Disagree Agrea nor Agrea
Dlaagrsa
a. I am vary aaclaflsd with ay occupation.
b . Being la cha Navy la aora importaac than ay locaclon.
e. I thoroughly enjoy ay field of work.
d . >ty caraar la significantly aora Importanc to aa than tha Navy.
e. I would definitely Ilka to change ay field of work.
f
.
The occupation In which I work ta aore important to ae than ay Location.
Z . I would feel happier with a dlfferenc occupation.
h. Tha occupation In which I work is aore important than ay career.
t. I definitely feel I am in the right field of work.
J
I am very sorry I choaa ay occupation.
k . Tha Navy is aora esaencial to as than ay field of work.
1 . I feel very good about ay career.
a. I take great pride in ay field of work.
a . Location is not aearly aa important to aa aa being in tha Navy.
o. If I could do it over again, I would not choose ay occupation.
p. I definitely feel that I aa in the wrong career.
q. Tha Navy is aaterlally aore eaaential to aa than ay career.
r. I think I made a serious alscaka in cnooalng ay field of work.
s. I often think abouc changing ay career.
t. >iy career takea precedence over ay field of work.
u . Location la aore important to aa than tha field in which I work.
v. My occupation ia aore vital to aa than tha Navy.
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If you would like Co consent on any up«cc of your Havy earner as It affects
your daslre Co conclnu* ad a Surface Warfare Officer, pleas* us* this space.
TbanJi you for your assistance with this questionnaire.
MOT'S : If /ou would ilka co receive an Information leccer on the general
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